Make a Statement. Be Bold …

… with Arriscraft Building Stone. Beauty, versatility, and strength. Coupled with the reliability and cost-advantage of a manufactured stone, you really can have it all.

Arriscraft’s Building stone products benefit from the same Natural Process technology as our renowned Renaissance® Masonry Units.

All Arriscraft stone products are manufactured to mirror natural stone formation, resulting in exceptionally tight dimensional tolerances, high strength, high density, and outstanding durability.

Developed to withstand the most severe climates and time-tested in extreme hot and cold environments, Arriscraft Building Stone can confidently be used for both exterior and interior masonry veneer.

Lasting natural colours ensure that uneven fading and bleaching will not occur over time. The stone breathes and ages naturally, and can be cut, chiseled, dressed or worked in the field. The rocked stones are individually finished, ensuring every stone is unique.
An enduring classic, Citadel® is highly adaptable to many architectural styles.

A subtle and welcoming tumbled finish, natural colours that range from understated to rich; these are the attributes that define Citadel® building stone.

We know that versatility and flexibility are vital. The five available sizes give you the versatility to scale the Citadel® ashlar pattern to the requirements of your project. The wide selection of colours are perfect to use independently, or blended together to make an unforgettable statement.

**Tip:** Arriscraft’s through-body colour makes our entire line of Building Stone products ideal for on-site customization by a creative craftsman.
Laurier | BUILDING STONE

Doubletree Resort, Lodge & Spa
Peter J. Leidow Architect
Colour: Custom
Laurier, Arriscraft’s sophisticated and timeless Building Stone, boasts clean ashlar lines that translate exceptionally well to classic and modern architectural styles.

Eight colours complement the traditional form of Laurier stone, ranging from soft and neutral to deep and striated. Creative layout options for Laurier’s 4 stone sizes add to the versatility of this stone.

**Tip:** Looking for something different? Custom colours can be created for any Arriscraft Building Stone product. For more information, contact your Arriscraft representative.

Laurier Condominiums
Poon McKenzie
Colour: Laurier and Renaissance® Custom Colour

St. Christopher Elementary School
Mekinda Snyder Partnership Inc.
Colour: Brown Blend
Shadow Stone® | BUILDING STONE

Prime Financial Credit Union
McCallum Sather Architects Inc.
Colour: Jasper
Shadow Stone® features a unique ledged appearance that is ideally suited for contemporary designs. Enjoy the visual appeal of the three unique colours and three sizes of Shadow Stone®.

A bold design choice, Shadow Stone® can be used as a dramatic accent, or a stunning main attraction.

Tip: Arriscraft Building Stone products are designed to be used on their own, or paired with Arriscraft Renaissance® Masonry Units, Renaissance® custom profiles, and with Adair® limestone. Arriscraft Building Stone products also offer an attractive complement to clay brick. For a complete product offering, visit our website at www.arriscraft.com.
Old Mill Building Stone is characterized by squared, large stones, and a tumbled fieldstone appearance. Its rustic appeal is inviting and comforting, and suggests stability and permanence.

With two well-balanced stone sizes, Old Mill is the most cost effective Building Stone to install. Old Mill's four colours feature blended tones that vary from stone to stone.

Tip: For a unique appearance try mixing stone colours. A creative blend can add extra impact to any design.
CITADEL - Cambridge Plant

- Algonquin
- Antique White
- French Country
- Desert Brown
- Willow Breeze
- Manitoulin Mist
- Granite Ridge
- Montana Sand
- Traditional Grey

Trevcca Library
Earl Swenson Architects
Colour: Traditional Grey
The wide range of shapes, colors and textures available in Arriscraft products challenges the architects’ creativity and provides masonry design opportunities that are both affordable and aesthetically pleasing.

Chuck Boos - Kaestle, Boos Associates, Inc.
OLD MILL

Castle Grey  Hickory  Sandalwood  Turret Buff

Ayr Farmers Mutual Insurance Company
Jack Whisford, Schaedle
Colour: Castle Grey
In addition to the full selection of Cambridge-produced Building Stone Products, Arriscraft offers Cumberland Building Stone and seven unique Citadel® colours manufactured in our Fort Valley, Georgia plant to offer added product selection and flexibility in design.

Arriscraft’s Georgia plant produces colours and products geared specifically to the United States market.

Testimonials

“Arriscraft’s use fulfilled the expectation of both the architect and the owner providing a quality appearance at an affordable price.” Dick Reep - KBJ Architects, Inc.

“Arriscraft Technical Staff provided our team with invaluable technical assistance...Arriscraft Architectural technologist provided constructive written feedback based on his review of our drawings and specifications, and was only a phone call away when constructability questions arose from the job-site...Arriscraft’s full service approach adds to the total package you receive when you specify Arriscraft products. Not only is the Arriscraft product a consistent and timeless material, the support is genuine and prompt.” Ben Stindt, Associate Principal - HOK Sport + Venue + Event
Generous proportions and warm, rich, earthy colours characterize this tumbled stone.

Cumberland Building Stone combines the look and feel of old stone, with modern dimensions. This update on tradition is an ideal complement to traditional and contemporary designs.

Offered in 4 dramatic colours and 3 generous sizes, this product is manufactured exclusively in our Georgia plant.
Accent your design with carefully selected arches, sills and custom profiles by Arriscraft.

Accent your design with carefully selected arches, sills and custom profiles by Arriscraft. Arriscraft accents are sized to course out with the most popular sizes of stone and brick. Our high production standards are backed by an industry-unique product warranty.

Accessories provide the finishing touches to any project. The details make the difference.

You can also choose to complement your design with Renaissance® custom profiles.

For further information, see the Custom Profiles Guide on our website, at www.arriscraft.com.
Technical Support

Arriscraft products are backed by technical support unparalleled in the industry. Your goals are our goals - to design beautiful buildings that last. Our technical resources are here to help you ensure the integrity of your project is supported with sound design and best construction practices.

Arriscraft is committed to the highest level of standards and services. Through the Arriscraft Technical Services Department, you can access any of our complimentary services.

- Comprehensive technical support including Arriscraft•SPEC, our on-line specification guidelines and Arriscraft•CADD, our library with over 10,000 CADD details for download.
- Qualified staff to review your drawings and specifications to conduct a thorough Masonry Envelope Review.
- Arriscraft•NOTE and Arriscraft•TECH, a collection of discussion papers and technical bulletins prepared by the Arriscraft Technical Services Department.
- Consult our Arriscraft•CARE documents for guidelines for proper storage, handling, and cleaning of Arriscraft products.
- Consult Arriscraft•DATA for industry standard product data sheets, available for all Arriscraft products.
- Masons’ Instructions; installation guidelines to achieve random stone ashlar patterns for each Building Stone product line.
- Architectural & technical continuing education

IMPORTANT NOTES

Colours and textures have been reproduced as closely as the printing process allows. Final selection should be made from actual samples.

Arriscraft Building Stone must be installed using industry recommended materials and techniques and conform to all related building requirements. All masonry products are intended for above-grade installations.

Proper care, installation and cleaning are required for warranty validation.

Please refer to: ARRISCRAFT•DATA 04233-Calcium Silicate Building Stone and ARRISCRAFT•CARE Storage and Handling at: www.arriscraft.com
Get the Natural Edge® with Arriscraft

What makes Arriscraft unique?

The key is our Natural Process technology, which mirrors natural stone formation. We use only fine silica based sand and other natural minerals to manufacture our Renaissance® Masonry Units. The result: Arriscraft Renaissance® looks and performs like quarried stone.

The Arriscraft Advantage:

- High strength, high density, and natural absorption translate into superior durability;
- Exceptionally tight dimensional tolerances;
- No cement or chemical additives; Renaissance® is not subject to the degree of shrinkage associated with cement-based products;
- Consistent colour throughout the entire stone; Renaissance® can be cut, chiseled and dressed in the field while maintaining its colour and texture.
- Arriscraft products can contribute to LEED® points and to sustainability in the LEED categories of Energy and Atmosphere, Materials and Resources, and Innovation in Design.
- Arriscraft offers an industry-unique Lifetime Product Warranty.

Important Notes

Colours and textures have been reproduced as closely as the printing process allows. Final selection should be made from actual samples. Renaissance® Masonry Units must be installed using industry recommended materials and techniques and conform to all related building code requirements. All masonry products are intended for above-grade installations. Proper care, installation and cleaning are required for warranty validation. Please refer to Arriscraft®DATA Calcium Silicate Building Stone® Masonry Units and Arriscraft®CARE Storage and Handling at www.arriscraft.com.